Arctic spa parts diagram

Their hot tubs were originally engineered for the world's harshest climates and are known as
the original cold weather hot tubs. Replacing Arctic Spa Pillows. For select Arctic Spa models,
to remove or replace the pillow requires pulling the pillow upwards first until it is fully extended.
Then there is a button right next to the spa shell which allows pillow to be pulled up and out.
Replacing the pillow requires pushing the button first and then inserting the replacement pillow.
Replacement Filters for Arctic Spas. The manufacturer recommends changing the filter
cartridges once a year and cleaning them regularly. Some Silver Sentinel type filter systems use
2 filters and also use a rescue bag inside the skimmer. The filter sock goes in first followed by
the threaded cartridge filter in one skim filter container while the longer filter goes in the other
container. H fits the Marmott spa model. H is used in Coyote Spas and is 45 sqft with threads on
the bottom. PFF50P4 is a Freeflow filter. See all of our spa filters here. Heaters and Heater
Assemblies for Arctic Spas. Replacement heater assemblies for Arctic spas include various
versions of a 5. Some heaters also use pressure switches. We also offer heater elements for
Arctic Spas including the 6kw hairpin v heating element. Gecko is one type of spa control found
in select Artic Spa models. Some spas also use the global Eco Pak. Replacing bulbs involves
finding and removing existing bulb s from the light socket s and replacing with new bulb or LED
multi-colored bulb. Arctic Spa Jets. A variety of jet sizes and styles are used in Arctic Spas
including 5" jets with single pulse feature that is adjustable and 3" jets with either single pulse,
directional or even neck jet type. Specialty jets include chrome jets, Monsoon jet, therapy air
jets and even a waterfall jet. Venturi air controls allows for flow adjustment of jet groups within
the spa. See our selection of hot tub chemicals and spa filters. Some spas are also outfitted
with the Onzen salt water system. These may require a cell replacement. Ozonator systems
include the Peak 1 and Peak 2 ozone generators. These ozonators are sometimes mounted to
one of the inside corner panels. Arctic Spas use a lot of generic Waterway and Rising Dragon
Parts including manifolds with 2,4,6 and 8 ports. Suction parts are by Rising Dragon. See our
plumbing shoppe for PVC parts. They are the official hot tub of the Canadian Hockey League
and one of Canada's fastest growing companies. Arctic spas is known for making quality spas
for cold climates. They manufacture both the Arctic spa brands and the lower priced Bear
Essentials and Coyote Spas that have less options. They also make a lineup of swim spas also
called year round pools. Hot Tub Outpost carries select replacement spa parts for many of the
series, as well as replacement spa covers, steps, rails, filters, chemicals, cover lifters,
fragrances and accessories. Hot Tub Outpost offers a wide variety of spa parts that fit select
Arctic Spa models including filters and covers. The Arctic Fox is their smallest hot tub with
room for 3, equipped with up to 38 jets and 2 pumps. The Arctic Cub hot tub has room for up to
5 with a lounger and can be configured with 1, 2 or 3 spa pumps and up to 54 jets. The Yukon
Spa seats up to 6, with 1, 2 or 3 pumps and up to 54 jets. The Arctic Spas Glacier model has
room for up to 5, and can be equipped with up to 3 pumps and 54 jets. The Arctic Glacier XL spa
is a larger version of the Glacier, with 4 deep seats, up to 3 pumps and 65 jets. The Arctic
Frontier seats up to 6, with up to 3 pumps and 65 jets, and features his and her shuttle seats
and loungers. The Arctic Klondiker spa was designed for people under 5'6" with no-float
loungers, comfortable seating for up to 6 persons, 1, 2, 3 or 5 pumps and up to 61 jets. The
Arctic Summit has room for up to 6 persons with 4 jetted massage seats, 1, 2, 3 or 5 spa pumps,
and up to 61 jets in a deluxe hot tub setting. The Arctic Summit XL takes the very popular
Summit spa and stretches it out so there is room for up to 9 adults. The Arctic Kodiak hot tub
has the same seating, jets and pumps as the Summit, but with a lounger and 4 jetted out seats.
The Kodiak has been a favorite Arctic spa for a long time, but has recently been retooled and
outfitted with more features and options. The Arctic Tundra spa fits up to 7 persons in a big 7'9"
x 7'9" spa shell. The Tundra can also be configured with up to 5 pumps and 61 jets. The Arctic
Norwegian is their newest, open concept designed spa, with room for up to 6, up to 5 pumps
and 61 jets. Arctic spas also manufactures a line of swim spas, which they refer to as 'all
weather pools'. These swim spas are good to work out in as you swim against the jets. They are
also perfect for large groups and relaxing. The swim spas vary in size and equipment - with
anywhere from jets and up to 8 therapy seats. Their gallon water capacity models include the
following swim spa models:. The Arctic Beauport model has therapy seating for 2, a tether
resistance swim system and year round usability. The Arctic Kingfisher offers more swimming
room in their longest and widest swim zone, since there are only stairs on one side for access.
The Juneau swim spa offers a higher swim current for advanced swimmers, but still provides 2
lounger seats for hydrotherapy. The Wolverine is Arctic Spas premium hybrid model for
advanced swimmers, yet also provides maximum hydrotherapy. For those looking for more
hydro therapy and only basic swimming, the all weather Arctic Ocean swim spa contains up to
61 jets and 5 pumps, so is most like a jumbo hot tub. The Athabascan is on the other side of the
spectrum as an all weather pool with large open water areas but no hydrotherapy. Arctic Spas

has recently added an eighth swim spa to its lineup: the Okanagan. This new all-weather pool
has a swim up bar with LED lights, two stools and an ice bucket. Seating for up to a dozen is
optional, as are your choice of jets. See all of our hot tub parts here. Contact us with any
questions. Finding Arctic Spa Parts at Hot Tub Outpost Enter the part number into the search
box at the top of any page including this one to go right to the part. Enter the description of the
part you need or brand in the search box above. Search the section of the part type you need
such as control panels , spa heaters , pillows ,or filters. Or see the spa parts store for all parts.
Shoot us an email to support hottuboutpost. Have a question about a particular item? We will
answer it fast. Hot Tub Outpost doesn't keep that email computer in the barn, we have it right in
our store so we get your message, usually within minutes. Of course, if you are the chatty type,
go ahead and use the chat box below or give us a call. Hot Tub Parts All Misc. All Christmas
Gifts Gifts Under Replacing Arctic Spa Pillows For select Arctic Spa models, to remove or
replace the pillow requires pulling the pillow upwards first until it is fully extended. We offer
select pillow models that fit Arctic Spas. Contact us if you need assistance finding any of the
parts for your Arctic Spa. This Filter type should be rinsed off monthly and replaced annually.
Heaters and Heater Assemblies for Arctic Spas Replacement heater assemblies for Arctic spas
include various versions of a 5. Replacement heaters come with new heater tailpieces and the
flat gasket o-rings. Arctic Spa Jets A variety of jet sizes and styles are used in Arctic Spas
including 5" jets with single pulse feature that is adjustable and 3" jets with either single pulse,
directional or even neck jet type. Spa Chemicals and Water Quality See our selection of hot tub
chemicals and spa filters. Some of these use the pop-up style speakers. Arctic Spa Models The
Arctic Fox is their smallest hot tub with room for 3, equipped with up to 38 jets and 2 pumps.
Swim Spas Arctic spas also manufactures a line of swim spas, which they refer to as 'all
weather pools'. Their gallon water capacity models include the following swim spa models: The
Arctic Beauport model has therapy seating for 2, a tether resistance swim system and year
round usability. We are here to help. First Name:. Last Name:. I agree to receive emails from The
Cover Guy Backyard Blast newsletter containing information and offers with respect to
products, including notification of sales and other exclusive offers. I can opt out at any time by
selecting the unsubscribe option that appears at the bottom of every email. Arctic Spas has
been manufacturing innovative hot tub designs for more than 20 years. The owners take a small
town approach to delivering products that are high quality because they all have roots in rural
Canadian communities. This manufacturer places a big emphasis on making hot tubs that
require a minimal amount of maintenance and are more cost-effective to operate than other
major brands. Arctic Spas products can be found at a wide variety of dealer stores throughout
the U. Consumers who are concerned about remaining eco-friendly while soaking in a hot tub
will be pleased to learn that Arctic Spas participates in several green initiatives, including
partnering with PEFC to help ensure that each of the forest areas that produces wood for their
products is managed responsibly. The Cover Guy has all the dimensions of the Arctic Spa
models on file so you do not need to measure! First Name: Last Name:. First Name: Last Name:
Email address: I agree to receive emails from The Cover Guy Backyard Blast newsletter
containing information and offers with respect to products, including notification of sales and
other exclusive offers. Don't miss out on exclusive deals and discounts! Sign up for the
Backyard Blast newsletter! We detected that you might not be on the right site. In this condition,
only Smart Winter Mode will remain active. Remove spa heat cover to allow the water temp to
cool down. You can then reset the breaker which will reset the system. Call your service
supplier or dealer if problem continues. Clean the spa filter or replace the spa filter if needed.
Signifies damage to the Processor. This is usually caused by an abnormal power fluctuation.
Call your service supplier or dealer. Free Protect error message is scrolling. Troubleshooting
Arctic Spa hot tub pumps may develop a leak, become noisy or stop working. First take steps to
isolate the problem and make sure the issue is with the pump and not another spa component.
Be sure to disconnect power before working on any spa or appliance and contact a service tech
if the repair is beyond your ability to complete it safely. If the problem is not with the GFCI
tripping, is there an error message on the topside display? That will be the first clue as to what
the problem can be. It is normal for the pump to start on its own during the normal filter cycle.
This is usually caused by air in the system either during a new spa fill or if the water level was
allowed to get too low and air is being sucked into the system. If that is the case, simply refill
the spa to the correct water level. If there is a leak in the plumbing system, air may be getting in
that way too, or there was just an air pocket that occured when the spa was refilled. This
trapped air usually will clear out by itself as the pump continues to try to prime the system, but
if not may require opening up one of the heater unions a little in order to bleed air out of the
system and then retighten. Avoid overtightening the heater union to avoid cracking it, and avoid
loosening it so much that it comes off which will unleash a torrent of water inside the spa

cabinet. Simply loosening the unit a bit to allow water to seep out is enough to purge the heater
of air should that be necessary. This is usually done by hand if the union was only hand
tightened, or may require a large set of channel locks or pliers to loosen and retighten the
union. As long as the pump is getting the proper voltage from the circuit board, then the
problem is most likely the pump wiring or pump motor itself. Many Arctic Spas now use a 2
speed, 4HP pump as the main spa pump. This is pump 1 as some of the pump 2 and pump 3 spa
pumps used by Arctic Spas are only 1 speed pumps. Although you can just buy the pump wet
end, or pump motor as needed, most of the time you will want the complete replacement pump.
If the customer prefers, they can have a third party service department diagnose the spa and let
Arctic know what parts are required. If you will DIY the repair, simply source the part online. Buy
Replacement Parts for Arctic Spas online You may also get free shipping on parts purchased at
discount online parts stores for your Arctic Spa. Get your spa repaired quickly and enjoy your
Arctic Spas hot tub! Buy Arctic Spas hot tub replacement parts online. Arctic does provide a 5
year warranty on electronics but you have to view the fine print in the detailed pump warranty. If
your spa is older than that and you need a replacement Waterway 56 frame, 4HP pump, you can
buy it online. What can cause pump problems? Some may argue on forums that the heat
retention may cause premature wear of pumps and electronic components by making them
more prone to overheating while others will counter that argument. Most likely the cause of
early pump failure may have its roots with improper water chemistry that can attack any brand
pump seal and other plumbing components. To avoid expensive repair bills, keep the spa filter
clean and keep the water maintained with proper pH level between 7. If the pump shaft is
spinning and the reset button on the pump is in, then the opening the union a little will get rid of
the air lock as per info in the left sidebar. This purges air and pump may take a few minutes until
it is working properly and the air is out. Most likely if you need a pump, it will be out of warranty
because pumps should last 5 years without issue in most any hot tub as long as the water
chemistry has been maintained in the spa and we support all Canadian manufacturers of quality
hot tubs. Arctic Spas offer the Onzen salt water system which is warranted for 2 years or a Peak
Ozone ozonator as an upgrade to help maintain water quality. Arctic Spas Pump
Troubleshooting Arctic Spa hot tub pumps may develop a leak, become noisy or stop working.
Pump is Surging This is usually caused by air in the system either during a new spa fill or if the
water level was allowed to get too low and air is being sucked into the system. There may also
be a reset button on your particular pump. Artesian Spas is based out of Las Vegas, Nevada and
was established in Select the category of spa parts you want below to get a listing of the
Artesian Spa replacement parts available. Get your factory original Artesian spa parts here at
Hot Tub Outpost or contact us for assistance if you do not see the part you need. Find the
Artesian spa pillows in the Artesian spa pillow store. We offer the 8 inch waterfall pillows as well
as many others. Don't see the one you need? Pillow pins on the back of many of the pillows fit
into the pillow receptors in the spa shell. For pillows with logo domes, check if they come
included. Otherwise, you can use your old domes or order new ones. The manufacturer, May
Manufacturing LLC, recommends not filling the spa higher than the pillow line so the pillows are
not underwater, as that can cause early wear out of the pillows and require more frequent
replacement. During each water change, it is also recommended to clean the pillows with soapy
water and a soft cloth. Be sure to get all the soap off before reinserting them into the spa to
avoid a soapy bubblebath! Artesian Spas Filters. Before replacing filters, turn off the power to
the spa and remove the filter lid first. Turning the filters counterclockwise removes them from
the filter well assembly. When installing the new filters, be sure not to over-tighten them in the
threaded connector. Get replacement filter cartridges for most Artesian Spas models. Artesian
recommends filling the spa from the filter area by inserting the hose right into where the filter is
located to avoid air pockets when refilling your spa. Replacement for the old-style purple Filter
Qualiflo is here. Popular replacement filter cartridges that fit Artesian Spas include:. Hot Tub
Outpost carries a wide variety of replacement jet inserts and jets. See our info page on finding
and replacing hot tub jets. Many Artesian spa jets have tabs in the jet insert that should line up
with the groove in the jet back when replacing. These tabs may also break off or become worn
from improper chemical water balance. If the water in the spa is allowed to remain too acidic pH
too low , then it can attack the plastics on the jet tabs and cause them to wear out early.
Overusing sanitizer without properly shocking the spa water instead weekly is also a cause for
early jet failure. Artesian recommends cleaning the jets during the water changes as well by
spraying the inserts with 1 part vinegar to 2 parts warm water and letting them soak in that
solution for about minutes. Also rotating the spinner nozzles for any rotating type jets can break
up built-up residue and allow for better rotation movement. Rinse jet inserts off with the garden
hose. Have problems with jets popping out? Waterway has made upgrades to the jet inserts so
they don't do that anymore. We offer the Helix style cluster jets and most other types of

replacement jet inserts. See our selection of original Artesian spa jets. Getting at some of the
components from the rear can be tricky, such as replacing jet backs in a fully foamed spa. The
outer ring on many of the jets such as the Helix jets, can be rotated to adjust water flow out of
the jet. Removing the jet requires turning it left until it reaches the detente position and then
continue turning jet insert counterclockwise to unscrew jet. On the smaller jets, if there is a
groove in the jet housing, then the little pegs on the actual jet insert need to line up with the
groove. We also offer a wide selection of replacement jet inserts by CMP, Waterway, custom
Helix jets and others. Get Helix Cluster, Directional, Massage jets in gray or stainless steel.
There is even the 7 inch Ultra Blaster multi-nozzle stainless steel jet insert as well as the
7"Jumbo Storm Massage jets in gray or with a stainless steel outer ring. A hose bib is installed
on many Artesian Spa models for draining the spa with water from the garden hose. See more
Artesian spa jets here. We offer Gecko heaters and Balboa replacement spa heaters too! The
larger spas use the 5. Artesian Spas are mainly made with either Balboa or Gecko spa pak
electronics and components in their control systems. Gecko has all these nice, long model
numbers that are coded for each of the main specifications that particular pack offers. Many of
the older Gecko packs are discontinued. We do offer current model replacement spa packs and
topsides for most models. See below for possible replacements. We also offer the newer Balboa
packs and components as well as other systems by Balboa Water Group. Unfortunately,
equipment for some of the older Santa Cruz and other model spas has been discontinued by the
manufacturer and is no longer available. Some of these older control systems used Gecko
brand equipment with low flow heaters and a dedicated circulation pump. The current model
replacement pack without heater that can be used is:. This spa pack without heater for low flow
circ systems uses either K or K control panel. This pack cannot use 3rd pump and blower at the
same time. Use with control panels K-9 or K for 1 and 2 pump systems. If using this pack with 3
pumps, use TSC control panel. Some error codes found on the various display panels may
include OH for overheat, FLO for systems that have a pressure switch that needs adjusting or
replacing or there is an obstruction , HL is a high limit error when the temperature sensor
detects temperature over degrees F. Some Artesian spas use the Gecko S-Class controller
series components. Get replacement topside control panels for your Artesian spa right here.
The VL 4 button control panels are also affordable and come with cables and connectors. We
offer South Seas control panels and most topsides that fit Artesian spas. Get great and fair
prices on our site or contact us for assistance in finding the right replacement control panel.
Artesian Spa Pumps. Many Artesian spas use the Ultra Jet, or Ultimax spa pumps with
switchless motor. Power Wow pumps 56 frame are also used on Island Series spas. See our spa
pumps section to find the right replacement jet pump or circ pump, or contact us for assistance.
Whether you need fuses, light bulbs, pillows, filters, chemicals, filter lids, jet inserts, valve
handles, pump seals or whole replacement pumps, get your replacement Artesian hot tub parts
at Hot Tub Outpost. Get all your hot tub plumbing parts including manifolds, unions, couplings
and even the clear tee fitting flow switch right here at Hot Tub Outpost. Artesian uses flexible
clear tubing with clamps as the main plumbing system in many of the spas instead of flex PVC
pipe. The connections are still both glued and clamped to assure there is no water leakage. We
also offer general Drain Parts. Also offer Waterfalls. See our plumbing shop for all the pipe,
couplings, manifolds and connectors you will need to repair or install hot tub plumbing.
Artesian Spas manufactures 4 lines of hot tubs - from luxurious to budget, plus an exercise
pool. Artesian Spas has dealerships in over 67 countries. We also carry spa accessories
including Artesian Spas filters; replacement pillows; fragrances; chemicals and more. The
Nature 2 system is used in many Artesian spas, reducing the amount of bromine or chlorine
needed in the spa. AOP UV ozone generator. Artesian ozonator with AMP cord. Artesian's high
end line of spas is the Platinum Elite series. This series consists of 4 models, all with Artesian's
patented Helix Jet System for a powerful hydro massage with greater adjustability. The Dove
Canyon model fits up to 6, with a lounger, 5 pumps, 5 controls and 67 jets. The Piper Glen
model has 66 massage jets and 7 seats, along with 5 different spa controls. The Pelican Bay
was designed for entertaining or large families as it fits up to 9, with 5 pumps, 5 controls and 71
massage jets. The Quail Ridge is the smallest of the Platinum Elite models, with room for 5 including a lounge seat, 57 jets, 4 controls and spa pumps. The Island Spas and Island Spas
Elite series feature the same models, but the elite series is outfitted with more jets and patented
direct flow technology. The smallest model is the Santa Cruz , with seating for 3. Those looking
for a slightly larger model could choose the 5 person Nevis or Barbados models. The largest
Island Spa is the Bimini , with room for up to 10 persons in a big 91" x " rectangular shell with 6
massage seats and 2 lounge seats. Artesian Spas sells a budget line of spas called South Seas
Spas , available in standard or deluxe models. Our huge database of replacement spa covers is
sure to contain the Artesian Spa model of your choice including Piper Glen. Enter your cover

dimensions and details on our custom cover order page and we will confirm it with you by
checking your measurements against our huge database of Artesian Spa cover dimensions and
specifications. Order your Artesian Spa Cover here, by email or contact us for assistance. We'll
confirm the details with you before processing any cover order to be sure you get one that fits
correctly. Contact us with questions about your particular cover, or to confirm your dimensions.
Maintain the original spa cover by wiping with a gentle, non-foaming cleaner and wiping clean.
Rinse with water from the hose. There are 8 spas in the standard class, ranging from a 3 person
corner spa to a 7 person spa. The Deluxe series starts with a 3 person corner C or rectangular
unit L , a 5 person round unit M then increases up to the 8 person L unit. Artesian Spas also
offers a line of spas that fit in smaller spaces for indoor or outdoor use, which were designed
for smaller homes, townhomes and condos. These spas plug into a volt outlet and come in 6
configurations: the 1 person Gardenia , the rectangular 2 person Azalea or Hibiscus ; the corner
2 person unit named Camellia ; and the 4 person Hydrangea unit. Contact us with questions
about the Artesian spa part or filter for your hot tub. See all of our spa parts or refer to the
specific section for the part you need. If you have a part number, enter it into the search box
above or send an email to support hottuboutpost. Finding Artesian Spa Parts at Hot Tub
Outpost Enter the part number into the search box at the top of any page including this page to
go right to the part. Enter the description of the part you need or brand in the search box above.
Search the section of the part type you need such as control panels , spa heaters , pillows ,or
filters. Or see the spa parts store for all parts. Shoot us an email to support hottuboutpost. Have
a question about a particular item? We will answer it fast. Hot Tub Outpost doesn't keep that
email computer in the barn, we have it right in our store so we get your message, usually within
minutes. Of course, if you are the chatty type, go ahead and use the chat box below or give us a
call. Make note of your Spa Serial Number and Model. Providing your spa serial number along
with your parts request helps us identify the parts for your particular spa accurately. Hot Tub
Outpost is an independent spa parts dealer and distributor, and is not owned by or affiliated
with Artesian Spas. Hot Tub Parts All Misc. All Christmas Gifts Gifts Under Artesian Spas Filters
Many filter skimmer systems installed in Artesian Spas use 2 cartridge filters. Popular
replacement filter cartridges that fit Artesian Spas include: 25 sq. FC 6CH 7 inch long filter 6"
diameter 32 sq. Unicel 7CH filter 2" bottom threads 35 sq. Pleatco PAS filter 35 sq. RJ AK filter
40 sq. RJ AK filter 50 sq. Other models such as the South Seas spas use a single filter canister.
We also offer the corresponding jet bodies for the cluster and Helix jets. How to remove and
replace spa jets on an Artesian Spa: See more Artesian spa jets here. Replacing Discontinued
Artesian Spa Packs and Controls Unfortunately, equipment for some of the older Santa Cruz
and other model spas has been discontinued by the manufacturer and is no longer available.
The current model replacement pack without heater that can be used is: Gecko Spa Pack no
heater This spa pack without heater for low flow circ systems uses either K or K control panel.
General Artesian Spa Parts Whether you need fuses, light bulbs, pillows, filters, chemicals, filter
lids, jet inserts, valve handles, pump seals or whole replacement pumps, get your replacement
Artesian hot tub parts at Hot Tub Outpost. Plumbing Parts Get all your hot tub plumbing parts
including manifolds, unions, couplings and even the clear tee fitting flow switch right here at
Hot Tub Outpost. Also offer Waterfalls See our plumbing shop for all the pipe, couplings,
manifolds and connectors you will need to repair or install hot tub plumbing. Everything for
your Artesian Spa Artesian Spas manufactures 4 lines of hot tubs - from luxurious to budget,
plus an exercise pool. Spa Chemicals and Maintenance The Nature 2 system is used in many
Artesian spas, reducing the amount of bromine or chlorine needed in the spa. We are here to
help. Where's My Spa Serial Number? Home Depot carries spas from several manufacturers,
and selection may vary depending on which state you live in. Home Depot carries minimal
accessories for the spas, generally only hard covers or steps, occasionally filters. If you need
replacement parts, spa chemicals , accessories or fun stuff to go along with your hot tub â€”
then you have come to the right place! Hot Tub Outpost carries the largest selection of spa
parts to fit all the makes and models of spas sold at Home Depot. Hot Tub Accessories for
Home Depot spas include hot tub steps , pads, safety rails, drink trays, spare filters,
replacement covers and privacy screens. We also carry spa supplies that apply to all models
â€” like chemicals, aromatherapy, mineral sticks, spa vacuums, cover lifters and more. Hot Tub
Outpost offers secure online shopping and delivery right to your US address. Home Depot sells
or has sold outdoor hot tubs from many different manufacturers and brands including:. View
our listing to see the names of the makes and models of almost all the spas that were sold
through Home Depot. If you can find your spa model name, it will make it easier to order
replacement parts. Most equipment spa pumps , heaters , blowers will have labels that identify
the equipment manufacturer, horsepower, voltage, size, etc. See our handy guides for ordering
replacement spa pumps and equipment. Email or give our Parts Consultants a call with

questions. Note: Most of the parts referenced on this page are not made by Home Depot as they
purchase most of these items from the hot tub manufacturers and third party suppliers. The
spas are not made by Home Depot. Some may have slightly different equipment than what is
listed here. If you don't see your model of spa listed, contact us directly to get the right
replacement parts and accessories. American Spas 2 Person Triangle hot tub measures 72" x
72" x 34" and fits great in corner spaces. It features a waterfall with multi color LED lights, 28
massage therapy jets, a 5. The American Spas round Sahara hot tub has room for up to 4
bathers in an open seating, plug and play model. This 76" diameter spa has a Flo-master 2.
American Spas 5 Person lounger hot tub measures 84" x 84" x 35" and comes equipped with a
HydroClear ozone generator, a Pure flow filter, 30 hydrotherapy jets, a 5. The American Spas 5
Person round hot tub features open seating in a 78" diameter shell. This spa comes with a 2.
The American Spas 5 Person Sahara lounger hot tub is a plug and play model measuring It is
outfitted with a Flo-master 2. The American Spas 6 Person bench hot tub is 84" with back lit
waterfall, HydroClear ozone generator, Pure flow filter, premium spa cover, 30 massage therapy
jets, a 5. The American Spas 6 Person lounger hot tub is an 84" square tub with a lounger. It
comes equipped with a backlit waterfall, a HydroClear ozonator, a Pure Flow filter, a spa cover,
30 hydrotherapy jets, a 5 HP spa pump, a 5. The American Spas Sahara 6 Person lounger hot
tub measures It has 2 LED waterfalls and is a plug and play hot tub. This spa comes with a Flo
Master 2. The American Spas Sahara bench hot tub has the same dimensions as the Sahara
lounger, with seating for up to 6 persons. It features all the same equipment, waterfalls and 30
jets, but without the lounge seat. The Baysider 6 person hot tub by AquaLife has a lounger, cool
down seat and room for up to 6 persons. This is a plug and play spa that only requires a
dedicated volt outlet. Home Depot Model SS Aqua Rest spas use the latest model Aqua-Sun
ozonator to help keep the water clean. The 76" round AR AquaRest hot tub has open seating for
up to 4 bathers and is a plug and play hot tub. It features 14 hydrotherapy waterway jets, LED
backlit waterfall, a 1. It cannot be converted for v use. The AquaRest AR is a triangular shaped
spa with room for up to 3 people. It is a plug-n-play spa with 14 hydrotherapy jets, Balboa digital
controls, a spa cover, a 1. This version requires installation by an electrician, but means you
can run the heater and spa pump at the same time. The AquaRest AR spa is a plug-n-play spa
with room for 4 bathers. It has 14 hydrotherapy jets, and ozone generator, a heater, Balboa
topside controls, a waterfall and a 2. This spa can also be converted to volt with the optional
cord and a licensed electrician. This is a plug and play hot tub V - 15 Amp outlet featuring 19
spa jets, ozone, heater, Balboa topside controls and an LED waterfall. This spa cannot be
converted for v use. This version includes 19 jets 17 seat jets and 2 foot well jets , Balboa
controls, a 2 speed pump, ozone generator and electric water heater. The AquaRest AR is an
80" square hot tub with barrier free seating for up to 6 bathers. It cannot be converted for V use.
It is outfitted with 19 hydrotherapy waterway jets, a waterfall with multicolored LED lights,
Balboa digital topside controls and a 1. This hot tub has a 2. The benefit to having a volt version
is that you can run the heater and the spa pump at the same time. This version requires a
licensed electrician to install. Spa can also be converted to v with optional cord. The Aston 3
person hot tub is a rectangular 80" x 48" x 34" spa with a lounge seat. The Aston 3 person
corner plug and play hot tub measures 69" x 56" x 30". It comes with Balboa controls, a 1. The
Aston 3 person corner hot tub is atriangular shaped spa measuring 70" x 70" x 30". It has 30
adjustable hydrotherapy jets, a snow white acrylic shell, a digital display, 2 x dual speed 2 HP
pumps and is ETL certified. The Aston 5 person hot tub measures 85" x 76" x 34" and comes in
a Sahara colored shell. It has 32 adjustable jets, a Balboa digital control panel, a hard cover, a
lounge seat, a dual speed 2 HP pump and 12 removable panels. This spa requires a volt electric
installation. The Aston 6 person hot tub is a 76" square hot tub with a lounge seat in a snow
white shell. It is outfitted with 30 hydrotherapy jets, a 2 speed 2 HP pump, a Balboa digital
controller plus PVC cabinet and requires a volt electric installation. Aston's 6 person hot tub in
Baltic Blue comes outfitted with 32 hydrotherapy jets, a Balboa digital display, a lounger, a dual
speed 2 HP spa pump and a vinyl cover. This spa requires a v installation and measures 85" x
76" x 34". Canadian Spa Company's inflatable Grand Rapids hot tub is roomy enough for 4
persons with a 70" diameter x 29" depth. It has a W heater, thermal blanket, lockable cover and
88 jets. The Canadian Spa Company Niagara hot tub is a 90" square hot tub with a lounger and
room for 7. It comes with LED lighting, an MP3 sound system with pop up speakers, 48 stainless
steel jets, 2 x hydro massage pumps, a Watt heated air blower, LED lighting and digital controls.
The Canadian Spa Company Quebec hot tub is a plug and play spa that plugs directly into a 15
amp socket. It measures 80" x 60" x 30", has LED lighting, an ozone purification system, a
waterfall, an aromatherapy canister, an MP3 sound system with pop up speakers, 2 x 2 HP dual
speed pumps and 25 stainless steel massage jets. The Canadian Spa Company St. Lawrence
swim spa comes in a few different configurations. All of them have a swimming area as well as a

spa area with massage seats:. Lawrence 12 Person - 13 foot swim spa. This model has 51
adjustable jets, 2 waterfalls, 3 x 5 HP spa pumps, a heated air blower, an ozone generator, a 5.
The St. Lawrence - 15 Person - 16 foot swim spa has LED perimeter lighting and LED waterfalls,
4 hydro massage pumps, 6 seats including a full length lounger, an ozone purification system,
digital controls and 72 hydrotherapy jets. The Canadian Spa Company Swift Current portable
spa is a 72" round, volt hot tub suitable for 4 seasons. It has a watt massage blower, 2 filters, a
thermal blanket, a lockable hard cover and 88 spa jets. Canadian Spa Company's Thunder Bay
hot tub is an 86" square hot tub with 2 Captain's chairs and a lounge seat. It comes with LED
lighting, a waterfall, a built-in aromatherapy canister, an ozone water purification system, a hard
cover, a digital MP3 sound system with pop up speakers and 44 hydro therapy jets. The
Canadian Spa Company Toronto hot tub has room for up to 6 bathers in an 84" square shell
with lounge seat. Canadian Spa Company's Winnipeg hot tub is 78" square x 31" high and
comes with built-in LED mood lighting, a hardtop cover, an ozone water purification system, a
waterfall, an MP3 sound system with LED pop-up speakers, 2 x 2 HP dual speed pumps, a 5.
This is a plug and play spa that plugs directly into a standard 15 amp outlet. Canadian Spa
Company's Yukon hot tub is a rectangular plug and play spa that fits up to 2 persons. This hot
tub comes with 16 hydro therapy jets, LED lighting, a hard cover, an MP3 audio system with pop
up speakers, a 2 HP spa pump, waterfall, LED mood lighting, an ozone water purification system
and built-in aromatherapy canister. This 84" x 40" x 30" hot tub can be plugged into a standard
15 amp household socket. Comfort Line Products manufactures the 5 person portable Bali Spa
which measures 90" x This spa is easy to set up and requires no special wiring or plumbing. It
has a digital temperature readout, a thermostatically controlled heater and jets. It features a
waterfall, lounge seat, 7 color LED light, 31 stainless steel jets, digital topside controls, an
ozone system, a 4 kW heater and a 6 HP spa pump. The Home and Garden 5 Person 19 Jet hot
tub is a plug and play spa that measures 73 square inches. It has a lounge seat, a GFCI cord, 19
hydrotherapy jets, an ozone system, a 1. The Home and Garden 5 Person Jet Spa is a 92"
square spa with a waterfall, adjustable jets, 2 x 6 HP spa pumps, an ozone system, a lounge
seat, 7 color LED lighting, digital controls and an MP3 auxiliary hookup with 2 speakers. It has a
snow white shell, 51 hydrotherapy jets, a 6 HP spa pump, a 4 kW heater, 7 color LED lighting, a
deluxe cover and an ozone system. It has 81 jets including neck, shoulder, calf and foot jets, 2 x
6 HP spa pumps, a 4 KW heater, an ozone system and 7 color LED lighting. See the Filbur filter
section to find replacement cartridge filters for your Home and Garden spa. The Lifesmart
Antigua plug and play hot tub is a 5 person spa measuring 74" x 74" x 34" in Arctic White. It has
20 hydrotherapy jets, a locking hard cover, a 1. It requires a 15 amp circuit. It features 15
therapy jets, a 1. This Sandbar colored spa has 28 hydrotherapy jets, a waterfall, a locking spa
cover, top side digital controls and a 6 color LED light. This is a volt plug and play spa. The
Lifesmart Barbados spa is an 81" square plug and play spa with room for up to 7 persons. This
Arctic White shell is outfitted with 17 jets, Balboa digital controls, a waterfall and locking spa
cover. It has a waterfall, ozone, and 20 hydrotherapy jets over 4 corner seats. It is usually not
sold in stores and the model number is BermudaDX. Home Depot model number is Coronado
DX. It has room for 4 in an open seating Sahara colored shell with 12 hydrotherapy jets, a 1. This
is a plug and play spa - volt, 15 amp circuit required. It is usually not sold in stores and the
model number is Key Largo HD. Get any QCA spa part right here, from pillows to jets, from
pumps to ozonators. We offer factory original in-stock QCA replacement covers for most
models. The Barcelona hot tub by QCA Spas is a plug and play hot tub with a lounger, bench
and corner seat, with room for up to 5 bathers. It has 30 hydrotherapy jets, an ozone generator,
LED light, a 1 kW heater, a 2. Home Depot model 14 BD. It measures 80" x 80" x 30" high and
comes in Glacier White. It features 30 stainless steel jets, built in lighting, a 1. There is also a
Buena Vista Plus model 14P, which has 36 hydrotherapy jets. QCA Spas Cantania hot tub is a 6
person lounger spa with an 87" square shell. This spa is outfitted with 70 hydrotherapy jets, 2 x
4. It has 8 adjustable spa jets, 1 HP hi-flow pump, digital electronic topside controls, dual level
seating and a lockable hard cover. Get replacement Capri and Dream Star filters which are the
10 sq. QCA Spas Corsica hot tub has room for up to 8 bathers in an 82" square shell with
contoured seating. It has room for up to 8 bathers in contoured seats, with 40 hydrotherapy jets,
a 4 kW heater, 1 x 4. QCA Spas Gibraltar hot tub is a 6 person spa with a lounge seat, measuring
82" x 79" x 36". It has built-in lighting, a 4 kW heater, a 4. It can be plugged into any volt outlet
with the built in GFCI cord. It features 10 hydrotherapy jets, a 1 kW heater, LED light, a lockable
hard cover and an ozone water sanitation system. Home Depot Model 1 BD in a blue denim
shell. It has 30 hydrotherapy jets, Balboa digital controls, an ozone generator, LED light, polar
insulation, a 4. Home Depot model 2 BD. All together, this spa has 93 hydrotherapy jets, an LED
light, a WOW sound system, ozone water sanitation system, 2 x 5. It has 10 adjustable spa jets,
a 1. QCA Spas Palmero hot tub room for up to 7 bathers with contoured seating and a lounger in

an 82" square shell. This hot tub comes with 2 x 4. It is outfitted with an ozone generator, 12
hydrotherapy jets, a Balboa topside controller, a 1 kW heater, a 2. It measures 88" x 60" x Home
Depot model 10 SM. QCA Spas Salerno hot tub is 82" square x 36" deep with contoured seating
for up to 8. It has Balboa digital topside controls, a 4 KW heater, 2 x 4. This spa has a waterfall,
LED light, 31 stainless steel jets, a 1. This Home Depot model 2S hot tub can be plugged into a v
outlet with the GFCI cord or converted to a volt installation by a certified electrician. QCA's
Sicily Spa is a 2 person, oval hot tub that is a plug and play - v hot tub. It is a silver marble tub
measuring 91" x 42" x 29", with 16 adjustable jets, built in lighting, a 1 kW heater, a 1. Home
Depot model 0HSM. This model, unlike the basic Capri, has more jets and a 1kw heater. QCA
Spas' Valletta hot tub is an 8 person, 87" square spa with contoured seating and a 36" depth.
Many of the larger spas are v only. These plug and play models can also be converted from v to
v operation which turns the heater from a 1kw into a 4kw heater. We also offer QCA Spa
manuals. See all of our QCA spa parts. Starlight Hot Tubs Eastern Star is a 6 person square hot
tub measuring It has ergonomic seats, 45 hydrotherapy jets, 2 x 5 HP spa pumps, LED mood
lighting in the jets, waterfall and cabinet, an ozone generator, a titanium heater, a Bluetooth
sound system with speakers and topside digital controls. Starlight Hot Tubs Northern Star is a
The Southern Star spa by Starlight Hot Tubs is an 84" square, silver marble spa with a lounger
and room for up to 6 persons. It features 45 hydrotherapy jets, 2 x 5 HP spa pumps, 3 air
controls, Bluetooth sound system with 2 speakers and a subwoofer, LED mood lighting, a
waterfall, an ozone system, a titanium heater and topside controls. Starlight Hot Tubs Western
Star has room for 6 in an open seating non-lounger spa shell measuring 84" x 84" x 33". It has
45 adjustable spa jets, a Bluetooth sound system with speakers, a European waterfall, a
titanium heater, 2 x 5 HP spa pumps, 3 air controls, LED multi-colored mood lighting, digital spa
controls and an ozone water sanitation system. The Spa in a Box 5 person portable spa offers
easy set up and reversible panels in a This hot tub comes with aqua jets, a Sahara shell and
requires no special wiring or plumbing. Actually, all of the above may be considered a "spa in
the box" store. See all of our spa parts. See all of our spa parts to find replacement heaters,
controls, jets, plumbing parts and pillows for your spa. You can also search by part number in
the search box, or see the spa part category in the left menu in the Categories section near the
top of the page. Hot Tub Parts All Misc. All Christmas Gifts Gifts Under American Spas
American Spas 2 Person Triangle hot tub measures 72" x 72" x 34" and fits great in corner
spaces. Aqualife Spas The Baysider 6 person hot tub by AquaLife has a lounger, cool down seat
and room for up to 6 persons. Canadian Spa Company Canadian Spa Company's inflatable
Grand Rapids hot tub is roomy enough for 4 persons with a 70" diameter x 29" depth. All of
them have a swimming area as well as a spa area with massage seats: St. Lifesmart Spas The
Lifesmart Antigua plug and play hot tub is a 5 person spa measuring 74" x 74" x 34" in Arctic
White. The 8 jets consist of 5x 2" adjustable jets, 2x 3" directional jets and 1x 3" roto jet. Spa in
a Box The Spa in a Box 5 person portable spa offers easy set up and reversible panels in a
Upgrade your massage and improve your experience with our huge selection of hot tub jets!
Enjoy the relaxing effects of invigorating bubbles in your hot tub without all the noise with a
new Spa Blower! High performance and energy efficient circulation pump replacements for
almost any hot tub! If there's a difficult to locate leak in your spa or hot tub, Fix-A-Leak is the
product for you. Lube Tube Lubricates and seals o-rings, gaskets, valves, bearings, motors,
water filters and more! If you own a hot tub, you know the importance of keeping it clean. The
most effective way to keep dirt and debris out of your spa is to take preventative measures
before things get nasty. Occasionally, though, dirt is Today, hot tubs have transformed into so
much more than the late night rendezvous point that is often depicted in movies and reality
television. The modern hot tub is always equipped with a headrest. Hot tub headrests make
your time in the water more comfortable so that you can get the most out of your precious
relaxation. However, hot tub headrests can become damaged A hot tub is made up of hundreds
of different components that all work together in order to run smoothly. Over time, those parts
wear and may need replacing. Never fear! Hot Tub Warehouse is equipped with almost any
conceivable spa part you may be in search of. Whether you need a major replacement part like a
heater or pump, or are searching for something small like a gasket or O-ring, we have them in
stock and ready to ship. Electrical components like spa control systems and lighting elements,
circuit boards and hot tub speakers are available if you want to upgrade or replace parts of your
hot tub. You can cause serious damage on the system if you make an ill-advised error. Consider
using a licensed electrician or certified spa technician if you want the job done correctly. Chat
Support. Jet Pumps Circulation Pumps. Return an Item. Shop Now. Hot Tub Blowers Enjoy the
relaxing effects of invigorating bubbles in your hot tub without all the noise with a new Spa
Blower! Shop Now Circulation Pumps High performance and energy efficient circulation pump
replacements for almost any hot tub! Waterway 2" Union Gasket 45 reviews. Waterway Smart

Plumb Manifold 43 reviews. Waterway 2" Heater Union Split Nut 48 reviews. Waterway Smart
Plumb Manifold 23 reviews. Waterway Mini Storm Jet Diffuser 63 reviews. E5 Spa Circulation
Pump reviews. Balboa 4. Waterway Smart Plumb Manifold 27 reviews. Waterway Poly Storm Jet
Diffuser 73 reviews. Lube Tube Lubricant and Sealant 11 reviews. Del Ozone Eclipse Ozonator
78 reviews. Waterway Smart Plumb Manifold 17 reviews. Balboa 5. Waterway Pump Un
05 dodge ram 1500
2013 ford fusion manual
1966 mustang restoration parts
ion Assembly 2" 9 reviews. Waterway Union Tailpiece 2" 5 reviews. Titanium Flo-Thru Heater
Element 5. Waterway 45 Degree Street Elbow 2" 6 reviews. Waterway Smart Plumb Manifold 14
reviews. Waterway Barb Adapter 12 reviews. Gecko Aqua-Flo XP2 2. Premium Flo-Thru Heater
Element 5. Waterway Inside Coupler 2" 3 reviews. Waterway Cluster Storm Jet Diffuser 24
reviews. Gecko Aqua-Flo XP2 1. Gecko In. Therm Spa Heater 43 reviews. Waterway 2. Waterway
Executive Pump Faceplate 2" 17 reviews. Waterway Executive Pump Faceplate O-ring 5 reviews.
Waterway Power Storm Jet Diffuser 19 reviews. Titanium Flo-Thru Heater Element 4. Waterway
90 Degree Street Elbow 2" 2 reviews. Waterway 1" Air Control Valve Seal 18 reviews. Hot Tub
Cover Clips - 4 Pack 24 reviews. The Perfect Pairings for Your Hot Tub Today, hot tubs have
transformed into so much more than the late night rendezvous point that is often depicted in
movies and reality television. All Blog Posts. Email address. Sign Up. Added to your cart:.

